WHITEPAPER

January 2022
English version

TERRABIODAO
This version of the whitepaper is obsolete. Version 2 will
be made available in December 2022. This covers in detail the operation of the DAO and the revision of tokenomics after consultation with the community. We thank
you in advance for your understanding.
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The primary function of the TerraBioDAO project is to create a certification body
that integrates the main principles of Corporate Social Responsibility, as defined
by the legislator !
This control body will award an Eco-responsible licence to the audited projects,
thus allowing the general public to have an awareness as to the ethical aspect
of their investments and allowing the projects adopting the main principles of
TerraBioDAO to obtain increased visibility.
Our teams wish to integrate into the general audit of the projects they support,
not only an ethical validation, but also a technical one, verifying the integrity of
the security for the proposed smart contracts.
In order to support the implementation of this organisation and the launchpad,
the TerrabioDAO team would like to integrate it into an ecosystem. Thanks to clever ethical investment systems, it allows us to support the project economically,
while remunerating the holders of the ecosystem’s native token (the $TBIO), and
anchoring our action in reality, by having a positive impact on our environment
(redemption of carbon footprints, protection of flora and fauna, preservation of
natural environments, etc.)
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PROBLÉMATICS
Climate change, and therefore indirectly the emission of greenhouse gases such
as CO², is one of the major issues that our society will have to face in the coming years! Active cryptos, especially those securing their network with the Proof
of Work technology, such as Bitcoin, Litcoin, Ethereum, or DogeCoin, are often
criticized by their detractors for their energy consumption. Far from denying the
consumption generated by this transaction validation system, it should be put into
perspective and compared to the impact of the current system.
At TerraBioDAO, we believe that if crypto assets are to become the monetary
solution of tomorrow, they must integrate and respond to today’s problems...
This is why we believe it is essential to make the blockchain ecosystem more
responsible by creating an «Eco-responsible» licence that will offer users visibility on the use and future of their investments.

The population is becoming aware of climate issues and the majority now admits
that we need to act quickly to curb the phenomenon of climate change. However,
in practice the primary goal of an investor is the return… they commit and risk their
capital in the hope of a financial return! The return remains the key word!
TerraBioDAO allows you to combine financial profits and ethical investments!
Through its innovative financial model, the solution provided by TerraBioDAO allows a triple action: :

Redeem the carbon footprint due to the holding of crypto assets.
Participate in the accountability of the blockchain ecosystem by financing the creation of a reliable licence that will certify the ethical commitment of the projects that will be endorsed.
Generate profits through the holding and valuation of the $TBIO token,
a proof of commitment to our community
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THE LABEL
An essential chapter of the Terrabio project consists of the development of an
evaluation grid that makes it possible to quantify the negative impacts of the
implementation of a solution, taking into account the elements and actions put
in place by the project leaders to address such impacts.
We decided to base the specifications of the label on the seven points of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as set out in the international standard ISO
26000,
Namely :

• governance of the organisation
• human rights
• labour relations and working conditions
• the environment

Using this framework, we will audit the project. Following the audit, we will publish a summary of the project data.
We are currently studying the integration in the proposed audit of the possibility
of also evaluating the security aspects of smart contracts by checking the presence of backdoors or known flaws in the system. This aspect greatly enhances
the commercial attractiveness of our launch platform but requires a massive recruitment of expert technicians and Hackers (WhiteHat).
A scorecard will be associated with this form, which will define whether or not the
audited project will obtain the TerraBio licence and thus be able to be propelled
by our project Launchpad.
In order to develop our analysis tool, we based ourselves on an existing grid which
is the one defined by the legislator in the context of Corporate Social and Environmental Responsibility.

• fair practices
• consumer issues
• communities and local development.
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THE LAUNCHPAD
As a central element of the project, a launchpad is a platform for launching new
blockchain projects. It is a meeting place for investors and projects seeking funding.
What is the point of a launchpad?
The world of active cryptos is young and teeming with more or less qualitative
initiatives. The interest of a launchpad is to offer investors an in-depth study of
the projects launched, as well as a standardized reference table, allowing them
to quickly identify the main characteristics of a project (Team, Tokenomics, usefulness of the technology...) without having to spend hours studying the technical
documentation. This gives confidence and saves time.
For project leaders, we offer a launchpad with tools, technical support and marketing expertise to assist them. The launchpad also allows us to legitimise these
projects, which will have passed our specifications and obtained our label.
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Launchpad diagram
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In order to be eligible for an allocation on our launchpad, users will have to
block a defined number of tokens in a safe.
The number of tokens to be blocked will evolve according to the price of the
TBIO, to remain within an average blocked value of $2000.
The blocking of the chips does not involve any remuneration and the recovery of the chips is done after a period of 10 days between the request and
the delivery of the staked chips.
The need to acquire and lock in tokens on our platform should support the
price in the long term...
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Carbon footprint buyout:

THE $TBIO TOKEN
Presentation of the ecosystem

Far from basing the entire business model on the sole aspect of the carbon sink proposed by our teams, the reasoned forestry mechanism will allow, while keeping a
very long-term vision, to have a positive impact on the climate by participating in
the planting of trees, to make the world of blockchain more responsible through
financing the creation of a certifying body that integrates social and environmental
issues. This will also generate profits thanks to a clever system, allowing the profits
made by the forestry activity to support the price of $TBIO through a system of
repurchase and destruction of tokens by our company TERRABIODAO SAS.
Although in the example above, the economic benefits of this system are very
long-term, a significant part of our activity consists of investing in projects focused
on sustainable development and energy transition. Indeed, TERRABIODAO aims to
invest a percentage of its funds (see tokenomics diagram) in responsible projects
because these have a direct impact on the value of the Token and to diversify
the typology of responsible projects supported to promote levers growth in the
short, medium and long term.

Several mechanisms are at play in the TerraBioDAO ecosystem. On the one hand,
during the launch phase, two fundraisings are planned.

Example of outsourcing

We have decided to subcontract the forest management to a French service provider with a strong
and long-standing presence. This partner shares our aversion to greenwashing, integrating its impact on the fauna and flora in the way it manages its forests. In addition to this our partner will
incorporate bushes and thickets on our plots of land, allowing the fauna to shelter there.
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Practical case
« The example of silviculture and plantation projects »
All the plots of land we use will be multi-species, both for forestry and for our
orchard planting projects.
We are currently considering diversifying our ethical investments (beekeeping,
support for farmers and winegrowers in the transition to organic production, etc.),
always with the aim of generating profits that will be used to buy back and destroy $TBIO (thus accentuating the upward pressure on the token).
These other elements, such as the establishment of beehives on our orchard plots,
the distribution of fruit from our trees to associations recognised as being of public
utility, or the voluntary fallowing of part of our plots, will be the subject of specific
communications and events.
Finally, it has been agreed with our partner that the cutting plans will be discussed
before the trees are planted, allowing investors to plan ahead!
A Certificate of Ownership will be awarded and held on behalf of its investors
by TerraBioDAO. This deed of ownership is endorsed as a financial asset by the
Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF), the French regulator.
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The $TBIO token will have a central role in the TerraBioDAO ecosystem.
In addition to being a governance token allowing you to participate in DAO decisions, the $TBIO will be essential to interact in any way with the ecosystem.
Staking
As mentioned above, users wishing to participate in the launch of new projects
and acquire tokens for them will need to obtain $TBIO tokens in the first instance.
In order to be able to claim an allocation on our launch platform, users will have
to block these tokens in a smart-contract that will act as a safe.
The amount of token to be blocked is estimated at $2500 TBIO. This amount may
be modified depending on the fluctuation of the price of the token and following
consultation with the community (vote).
The blocking of tokens is characterized by the delivery of an NFT which de facto
grants the holder access to the Launchpad. In addition, holding this NFT makes
the user eligible for marketing operations organized by Terrabio DAO (incentives,
airdrops, etc.).
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GOVERNANCE
The $TBIO token will serve as a governance token, i.e., it will serve as a unit of account for the DAO’s consultative decisions.
In order to protect against the action of large holders who could, by acquiring a
large quantity of tokens, block the decisions of the organisation, we add a system
of temporary sequestration of the tokens during a vote, offering, according to
the chosen duration, a higher weight of your token. Thus, the longer the token is
sequestered following a vote, the heavier the weight of the vote:
When a consultation is launched, the user will be offered the possibility to choose
one or the other of the proposals. It is at this moment that the user will choose a
number of tokens to allocate to the consultation, as well as the duration of sequestration for the tokens.
5 sequestration periods are foreseen with multiplier coefficients of the bonus
offered by this blocking.

Duration of the $TBIO lock*

Multiplier coefficient

1 day

0,1

7 days

1

15 days

2

30 days

4

120 days

25

365 days

50

*The lock-in period of the $TBIO is expressed in days, the period starts at the end of
the consultation concerned.

For example, Alicia and John have 100 $TBIO tokens each, at the time of the vote:

Alicia decides to commit all her tokens without blocking (at the end of the vote,
the token will be automatically returned to her within 24 hours).
In this case her vote will be worth: 100 TBIO *0,1 = 10 VOTES
John decides to block only 10 tokens, but for a period of one year (he will not be
able to use the blocked tokens until they are released).
In this case John’s vote will be worth 10 TBIO * 50 = 500 VOTES
John will have 90 tokens left to take a position on the upcoming consultations.
The 10 tokens he has blocked will be credited back to his wallet 1 year after the
end of the consultation concerned.
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TERRABIODAO
Consultations are proposed by the community on our discord server. The question is publicly debated in order to clearly define the question to be voted on.
Once the question is clearly defined, the consultation project will move to a secondary server. The community will be asked to comment on the timeframe of the
consultation.

TOKENOMICS
A total of 100,000,000 $TBIO will be issued at one time. The $TBIO is a deflationary currency. In addition to the DAO’s $TBIO reserves allocated to events, development and marketing, all of the tokens will be distributed at fundraising events
as shown in the diagram below. The breakdown of the number of tokens issued is
as follows ;
Promotion and
Marketing

Pre-Sale

The question will finally be put to the vote on our dedicated application.
The $TBIO token will be tradable on cryptocurrency marketplaces.
We are currently considering the possibility of integrating a TBIO exchange functionality, directly on our platform, on a list of major crypto pairs (USDC/USDT/
BTC/ETH...).

15%
DAO
cash flow

Team

5%

15%

20%

The implementation of this solution being heavy and expensive, would require the
integration of a DeFi platform and liquidity pools. If the implementation of this option is validated by the community, it will be the subject of an amendment to this
WhitePaper.

15%

30%

Technical reserves
and development

ICO

Diagram of tokenomics
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2 fundraisings are planned for the launch of the project.
The first one in March 2022 for 15% of the total supply, i.e. 15,000,000 tokens. In
order to give us maximum visibility in the development of the project, a Whitelist
has been set up. People who have played the game and registered beforehand
will have the opportunity to buy the token at a preferential rate of $0.04/token,
up to the investment commitment amount indicated when registering on the Whitelist.
If the full 15 million tokens have not been sold to whitelist registrants, the fraction of tokens between the maximum commitment and the maximum number of
tokens offered for sale in this phase will be offered for sale to the general public
at a unit rate of $0.06/token.
Tokens sold during this pre-sale will be subject to a lock-in during the first few
months after the ICO.
The release of these tokens will be done monthly at the rate of 25% of the tokens
each month, i.e,

Tableau des paliers ICO
Total remaining
supply

Sale phase No.

Tokens on sale

Token unit price

Amount raised
in $

30.000.000

1

3.000.000

0,10$

$300.000

27.000.000

2

3.000.000

0,11$

$330.000

24.000.000

3

3.000.000

0,12$

$360.000

21.000.000

4

3.000.000

0,13$

$390.000

18.000.000

5

3.000.000

0,14$

$420.000

15.000.000

6

3.000.000

0,15$

$450.000

12.000.000

7

3.000.000

0,16$

$480.000

9.000.000

8

3.000.000

0,17$

$510.000

6.000.000

9

3.000.000

0,18$

$540.000

3.000.000

10

3.000.000

0,19$

$570.000

90% of team tokens will be released over 24 months with a linear, monthly release.

		• 10/2022 -> Release of 20% of the tokens (1 sur 5)
		• 11/2022 -> Release of 20% of the tokens (2 sur 5)
		• 12/2022 -> Release of 20% of the tokens (3 sur 5)
		• 01/2023 -> Release of 20% of the tokens (4 sur 5)
		• 02/2023 -> Release of the last 20% of the tokens (5 sur 5)
In September 2022, we plan to raise a second round of funding, for 30% of the total
supply, or 30,000,000 tokens.

Release of tokens

The unit price of the tokens will be increasing. It will take $0.01 for every 3M (millions) of tokens sold (see ICO tiers).
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Distribution of Astar grants
Other sources of revenue, Dapp Staking
The platform on which we will deploy the contract has a very interesting feature:
Dapp Staking.

Marketing and distribution to the community
(contests/competitions, Tokens airdrop…)

Investments in projects
managers (tree planting, etc.) and donations (associations, start-ups, etc.).

You will find a quick presentation of Astar and polkadot in the next chapter.
DApps staking is a unique staking mechanism developed within the Astar and Shiden ecosystem, to encourage developers to come and build on the network.
Through dApps staking, decentralised application operators can deploy their
smart contracts and invite users to support them by staking their tokens on their
dApps and receive staking rewards in SDN. This is a more profitable alternative
to staking on validators (nPoS) for both developers and users.
In the Astar ecosystem, as long as a smart contract is nominated, it will receive a
base income of up to 40% of the block rewards, which allows developers to focus
on the product rather than chasing funding. In addition, the more popular an application is, the more community members will nominate it and it will receive a
larger percentage of the block rewards.
We have decided to redistribute a large part of the revenues collected during the
Dapp Staking.
A portion of the revenue (25%) will go towards buying back ASTR tokens to support
the ecosystem. The ASTR tokens will be staked on projects with the same spirit as
TerraBioDAO.
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20%
Purchasing and stacking
ASTR on projects
selected by the
community

20%

20%

25%

Team remuneration

10%

Research and development

5%

Equity capital of the DAO

22% will be given back to the community, through the DAO or during specific events
(Airdrops, contests...)
20% will be invested to protect the environment, by being redistributed to public
utility associations, or will join our ethical investment programmes.
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ASTAR & POLKADOT

TerraBioDAO will be coded in the solidity language, which is the most widely
used language in the blockchain community today. Solidity is the programming language of the Ethereum blockchain.
TerraBioDAO will be powered on the Polkadot blockchain, through Astar
Network.

(Diagram of the Polkadot infrastructure)

What is Polkadot?
Polkadot is a proposed architecture for exchange and transfer between several heterogeneous chains, allowing to connect public blockchains with specialised sidechains. Thanks to Polkadot, different blockchains can exchange
messages securely and without a trusted third party.
Polkadot consists of a main blockchain called «Relay-Chain», onto which independent sidechains are grafted. These secondary blockchains, called parachains, are connected to the relaychain via a «bridge».

(Focus on the infrastructure of a parachain)
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In its approach to its ecosystem, polkadot responds to the trilemma of the cryptocurrency world, namely, the relationship between Scalability, Security and Centralization.
Scalability: Scalability is the possibility given to a blockchain to process a large
number of transactions in a very short time, that of the emission of a block. On
polkadot, since each parachain is independent, transactions are carried out independently and in parallel on each parachain, thus allowing a large number of flows
to be processed. The parachains then send back to the main relay chain a single
transaction integrating all the transactions carried out in a block of the parachain.
Security : Polkadot is governed by the principle of proof of stake, i.e. validators,
assisted by users who trust them, secure the network. If one of these validators
misbehaves, he is punished by the loss of all or part of his tokens. The security of
parachains is delegated to the parent blockchain.
Decentralisation : Although created by Parity Technologie, the DOT governance
system and the number of validators ensures the decentralisation of the network.
In addition to meeting the above challenges, the polkadot ecosystem benefits
from a major asset, its interoperability. That is to say that Polkadot has the possibility to connect to any external blockchain (such as Ethereum, and soon Polygon,
Cosmos.... Etc).
Moreover, Polkadot is EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) compatible. Astar Network
is a project launched on a parachain of Polkadot

We have chosen to develop on this network for all the reasons mentioned above.
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TERRABIODAO

www.terrabiodao.org

